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Explanatory notes 

A -omna (,)   is used to distinguish thousands and millions. 

Reference  io  "tons"  indicates metric tons. 

During the  period of the project,  the value of Jamaican dollar (U)  in 

-1 at ion to the United States dollar (JUS)  was $US 1  - $J 0.91. 

Th»  following   abbreviations are used: 

GARIGOM Caribbean Community Secretariat   (formerly 

CAST 

JIDC 

JWA 

NPA 

wi 

CATîTTTAî    Caribbean VTPC Trade Association) 
College of Arts,  Science and Technology 

Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation 

Jamaica Manufacturers Association 

National Planning Agency 

University of West  Indies 

PE 

PE-LD 

PE-HD 

PP 

PS 

PVC 

UP 

Polyethylene 

Polyethylene -  low density 

Polyethylene - high density 

Polypropylene 

Polystyrene 

Polyvinyl chloride 

Urea-formaldehyde 

The designations employe! and the presentation of the material in this 

document do not  imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of 

the Secretariat  of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any 

country,   territory city or area,  or of itn authorities,  or concerning the 

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The   possibili! iea  of  ,?  mission to   examine  the  potential   of  the  plastico 

industry   was discussed  by   representatives   of the United Nations  Industrial 

Development   Organization   (UNIDO)   and  the   Jamaican Bureau of  Standards  at   tie 

Sixth  International Symposium  on Plastics   in  Agriculture, which  was held   at 

Buenos Aires   in  September   ¡7//!.     It  was   originally  intended   that   the   survey 

should  be   limited   to agriculture,   but   at   the   request   of  the  Government   of 

Jamaica,   it   was  extended   to  cover the  entire   industry. 

The  mission  was earned  out   by the   following consultants: 

G.   A.   Brighton Product   \nd   market   development 
(29 July -  12 August   1975) 

H.   R.   Spice Application  of plastics in agriculture 
(?')  July  -   \lj August   1975) 

G.   0.   Thomas Application   of polyolefins   for  films and   fibres 
(?9 July -  12 August  1975) 

The   objectives of the  mission were  to: 

(a) Conduct discussions  on the application of plasties  in agriculture 
to ensure  maximum economic benefit to the  agriculture  industry, 

(b) Conduct consultations and discussions on wa,vs to expand the market 
for various  plastics applications and   to   examine the  processing technology; 

(c) Advise on the  use of polyolefins  for films,   fibres and tapes; 

(d) Make  recommendations  for a future  programme  of technical  assistance 
by UNIDO,   particularly  in  relation to expert  advice,   equipment   for technical 
back-up of the processing industry and training at  all  levels. 

The mission was briefed  in  Vienna on  28 July 1975»    Upon arrival  in Jamaica, 

a discussion was held with the Deputy Resident  Representative   of the United Mations 

Development  Programme (UNDP)  in order to  formulate a programme of consultations 

and to establish contact  with officials of the following bodies: 

National Planning Agency (NPA) 

Ministry of Industry and Foreign Trade 

The Bureau of Standards 

The Ministry of Agriculture 

The Jamaica Manufacturers Association (JMA) 

Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation (JTDC) 

. National Water Authority 

University of West  Indies (UWl) 

Subsequent discussions and consultations with industry and bodies such  as 

the Banana Board were then arranged by the NPA and the JTDC. 



:.   vrnr'iô OF THE MISSION 

!':••'-••   ,vi '   .it'   ••   i ìfi.,:n'in.|   inr ->rr, at ion   on  the   plastics   industry and  no 

n.    •'if-ir'f;   w^rp   aval ! ab 1'•   on  the   present   or past:   level   of  imports  of 

i •"!   ray iitTiab.     The J an ai nan Government   ia  concerned   about   the general 

.-,••   tr.e  pfniony,   and   ill   the  official  bodies are   attempting to  discourage 

.--r^rtat im  of - wif-vt'iro i   gorlb,   Because  of its   proximity  to the United 

,,•• A^^ri'a,   *V:v   ir.  i   Ian-"  import  of  poods  and  the   ^cenerai   approach 

r-, i.T i -.-   i-, ) : •* -     ii to   proti'-''   the  sane  articles domestica'! I.V. 

;*    ;."   :    -r-i, io   for   i manufacturer  to obtain  restrictions  on the   importation 

•: •   i •" h"   -a."   "n'ai'ii.ih that   h^   is   able  to  produce  the   equivalent   products 

.L:'.     In   '•••rtair.  instances,   this has   led to   the  introduction  of inferior 

.-o vi •  on   the   ) orient io   scene  while at   the  same   time,   pivinp the manu— 

te.  increase his   prices. ' \:<-   "ir :   i rt un l' 

There  ha."  teen  a   ¡¿irre  import   of machinery   for the  fabrication   of plastics 

-     ¡n,   .an i   w,   ; :-..c<Mt   cara'1';.   is man,y   times   the  present   level  of  output.     An 

a-,r 1 i' at ion   for   i   licence   ig  required   before  permission to  import   is  obtained 

an.i   this   is  carefully   studied  by the  JIDC   in   relation  to the  existing capacity 

.and   the  potential   -rowth   of the  market   before  authorization to purchase is 

•"rant r-d. 

The   plinti:^   indus-* ry, which   in  almost   entirely   in  the  private   sector,   is 

¿reared to meet   domestic requirements,   and there  is only limited exportation of 

manufactured  products,   even to member  countries  of the Caribbean  Community 

Secre'ariat   !   \r,\ '.)N!> . 

A.    Raw materials for the plastics industry 

At   present,  all  the  resins and polymers required  for processing are imported. 

The Luana Corporation,   a JTDC  subsidiary, has been examining the feasibility 

of establishing a new oil  re finery/pet roch emical complex in Jamaica«    The initial 

plans  for a refininr capacity of  250,000 barrels per day have been modified 

to a unit  capable  of handling 80,000 barrels per day.     In the first   stage,  the 

unit  will  be concerned  only with the supply of fuel requirements.    An early 

announcement  of the  intention to bepin  is expected.    The feed  stock would be a 

heavy crude from Venezuela or Mexico.     The second stage in the development  would 

•1 
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be  sulphur extraction and fertilizer production.    The production  of vinyl 

chloride and the manufacture  of polymers would be considered as the third  stage. 

It  would appear that  the third  stage is in the distant future,   particularly in 

view of the existing production  in the Central American area and the intention 

to construct new plants in Mexico and Venezuela. 

The current   imports of plastics raw materials are about   10,000 tons per 

year as  follows» 

Polyvinyl chloride (PW3), resin and compound 

Polyethylene  - high density (PE-HD) 

Polyethylene - low density (PE-LD) 

Polypropylene (PP) 

Urea-formaldehyde (UP),   phenolic and 
melamine  resins 

Polystyrene (PS) 

Styrene-butadiene rubber 

Tons 

5, 500 

600 

1,200 

600 

1,600 

100 

650 

The greatest proportion is  from the United States,   imports are al&o received 

from the Federal   Republic of Oermany,  Japan and the United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland. 

In addition to these raw materials, there is also some importation of 

PE-LD film, PP fibres,  acrylic  sheet,  and the  intermediates for polyurethane 

foam manufacture. 

The present  prices (in Jamaican dollars par pound) for polymers are in 

line with the general world pricest 

PE-HD O.26 

PE-LD 0.25 

PP 0.27 

PTC 0.30 - 0.35 

The processing industry will have to rsly on import ed raw materials for 

a vary Ion« tin« in the futurs, but this should not impose any restrictions 

on its growth, particularly if the full export potential of manufactured items 

is realised. 
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B.    'Hie  structure of the plastics processing Industry 

The major development has taken place duriti« the lart  10 year«.    Almost 

M3 companies now process plastics.    Only one company is  above medium sized 

(using more than 3,000 tons of material per year),  sii are medium si sed (250 

tons per year) and the remainder are fairly snail,    The total quantity of ran 

materials used is about   10,000 tons,  but this has to be set against a fanerai 

manufacturing capacity of the order of 50,000 tons per year'baaed on normal 

24-hour shift  production for a 5¿ day work week.    Hie types of production 

include: 

Extruded PTC  pipe 

Moulded household  items 

Shoe soling 

Blow-moulded containers 

Vacuum—formed egg boxes and containers 

Film and  stretched tape extension 

Phonograph records 

Flexible polyurethane  foam 

PTC coated fabric 

UP bonded and  laminated board 

Carpets 

Crates 

Bags 

With few exceptions, the development of the industry has not proceeded on 

a planned basis    because the majority of the companies havs been set up as 

associates of merchant  organizations.    Their production has been determinad, 

on a short-term basis,  by the immediate replacement of imported manufactured 

items without thought to export potential even within the C&IICOll area. 

The largest company is quite different  in its outlook.    It already exports 

2 0 per cent of its output (PTC pipe and bottle crates) and alma to supply the 

entire demand for PTC pressure pipes in the Caribbean area.    One of the other 

companies engaged in the manufacture of blow-mouldêd container« is in the process 

of setting up new equipment to saturate the existing markets and also to replace 

metal and glass containers for the packaging of products such as syrup and 

emulsion paint. 



The  industry  is centered  around Kingston  30 that   por-   facilities arp 

easily available  for importation  of raw materials and   export   of  finished 

products.    Most  of the manufacturing concerns belong to the  private  sector. 

Somo  are  joint   ventures  with  for'i^n companies. 

C.    Productivity and quality control 

1. Productivity 

The productivity of the majority  of processing plants  is  far below the 

generally accepted  standards of similar operations in developed  countries. 

Some of the many  reasons  for the  low productivity are» 

Poor shop-floor supervision 

Inadequate technical back-up 

Poor maintenance  facilities 

Difficulty i'i obtaining replacement  parts 

Wr >".g choice of equipment 

Insufficient market demand 

The supervision of the machine operation at  the shop-floor  level  is a 

very important  factor in maintaining both the output and quality of   production. 

It  is less important when the market demand  justifies only a single day-shift 

and senior personnel are on hand.    But  if full productivity is to be achieved, 

it   is essential to have good supervisors for the entire 24-hour period. 

The  lack of technical back-up impinges on the efficiency  in many ways; 

at the present time mort  manufacturera rely on their raw-material suppliers 

for guidance in their plant  operation.    This reliance restricts development 

and does not  ensure \he most  efficient  use of the equipment.    The development 

of the potential markets requires the availability of technical personnel who 

can understand the market requirements and can help with the design of products 

having the required performance characteristics for the job. 

The lack of maintenance facilities 4.s reflected in the over-capacity in 

many of tht processing plants,    "lie difficulty in obtaining spares and the 

excess4"e time whioh a machine can be out of action   affect the production, 

which oan b« maintained only if an alternate unit is available.    The lack of 

training and understanding is mainly responsible for the considerable variation 

in the quality of maintenance personnel. 



In   •<       instances,   the most  suitable equipment  has not bean chosen.     Where 

*;.    -ir^'^.i %r<--   limited,   it   is essential to have equipment  which  is versatile 

i   '   wri-r.   -vi   OP adopt °d  to meet   changing demands.    This important   consideration 

i '"   ;.c ì»rs* iid   by  technical   staff who are  knowledgeable in the   processing 

Tl      rnO"."  "onnprtpd   with   productivity will   only be  fully  apprpciated 

-i-  '!.<-•     'i'-K'1*   develops  asir]  the  demand  for h i ^--quality products at   a reasonable 

rr.x  r   rn.,or„,, oVii<»n+.     A dramatic  improvement   in the present  low level   of 

nro-i ir* ivit .•  is necessary to be competitive  in the export  market. 

It   shoull  be noted that   there are a few companies which fully  recognize 

tr.opp deficiencies and  are taking steps to  improve their performance. 

.'.   quality  control 

Vialit.  control  is a very  important  factor.    Quality needs to be properly 

~ai::t ain«d at   the production   level to standards that  are not  only acceptable 

*-  the   local market   out   are  also  in  line with international  standards.     The 

majority of plants do not  have the technical   facilities essential  for the 

assessment  of product   quality  and consistancy of manufacture because of a lack 

of trained personnel  with an  und er standing of the need for such  facilities. 

The  present   policy  o:~   imports   restriction and market   protection tends to 

encourage the  production  of foods of inferior quality that  can only be  sold 

on th<= hone market   and  have  no  export   potential. 

There is a growing awareness of the need to compete and to establish 

standards which are internationally acceptable.    The work of the Jamaica Bureau 

of Standards will stimulate this although,  at  the present time,  the facilities 

and experience for the testing of plastics are very limited.    The Bureau must 

be ahead of the industry in its understanding and use of  testing methods.    It 

must  communicate to the  plastics industry its intentions regarding the  intro- 

duction of standards so that  the industry can collaborate in the work which is 

an essential  forerunner to such an introduction. 

Where the industry has installed a process, the machine manufacturers 

normally help with the  start-up to ensure correct  operation and quality of 

product.    Visits are maintained on a fairly regular basis.    In som« instances, 

personnel are sent on a training course to the manufacturer's plant.    In many 



cases,  there are no  further attempts at training when the original personnel 

have left the employment  of the company.    A probable decline in performance and 

quality   can only be  overcome by the introduction of fully recognized  standards 

which will  be  used as  a basis for acceptance  in both the public  and private 

sectors. 

An awareness for  quality of product  and control must  be   inculcated durinr 

manufacture at  all   stages.     It can be achieved  only by giving due attention 

and publicity to this  aspect. 

The Bureau of Standards will have an important role to play in stimulating 

the awareness for improved and consistent  quality.    It  should be   encouraged by 

visible evidence of support. 

D.    Technological development and engineering facilities 

1. Technological development 

Technological development is almost  completely lacking in the plastics 

industry.    As already  indicated,  it is essential  for the efficient operation 

of equipment  and the  production of the right  quality goods to meet all  require- 

ments.    Although there la a great shortage of personnel with the right techno- 

logical training,  steps are not being taken to rectify this situation.    The 

industry presents no attraction to students of higher education levels.    It  is 

the aim of most young people to find employment  In organixations which offer 

planned advancement  and the opportunity to work in an air-conditioned office. 

The lack of technologists has impeded all the sectors of the plastics 

industry and has prevented it from taking its proper place in the economy of 

the country.    Personnel are urgently needed for process development,   improvement 

in productivity, quality control, product development and market development. 

A fsw eotipajil«« ••nd «sn for training to the ttiltsd State« and Europe. 

If the trained sen ohange employment, replacements are erpeeted to learn on 

the Jot». 

The wide rang« of literature oa plMtlM 1« not aooswible.    Information 

is received only fro« the rew-^te ri el suppliers and tas «acaiiwry ••*«/«*ursrs. 

As iapwveaent la the availability of teofc»elo«i«ts would auto»*tioally correct 

tala beeeaoe taey w»uU âmmà Mea *»— M mm of ta« tool« for their trau«. 



The en.-ir.eerinp staff are an essential part of the team needed for the 

r>p. r development  of manufacturing techniques,    liiere is ample training for 

•i-'ifiixTs,    Good training in  the basic  disciplines oan easily be adapted to meet 

•i"]iir'"i"nts   ''or   plastics   fabrication. 

racilities 

^'availability   of  first-class  engineering facilities is a   prerequisite 

- •!;('   industry,   particularly  for the supply of dies and moulds.    These 

;nr"-f»nt5 have  been  recognized  in view of the  large importation (fj 4«5 

-il lion)  of such equipment   for industry generally and the formation of the 

"•. ilraVr>rs Institute.    The  plastics  industry has been pressing the Institute 

•   r better toolmaking facilities,  since at the moment these facilities are 

.1-it^d  to a few of the major plastics manufacturers.    It  is hoped that the 

I'.Tit'ite mil   be abl« to meet  these requirements within the next year or two. 

•\.'K.ijgh    the  Institute  is   limited   in experience,  fie plastics industry is 

"pi' lent  and  critical  of its performance.    The ri/jht  facilities are being made 

ivg.il iole and  it  is only a matter of time before the Institute will be accepted 

as th° major supplier to companies not having their own facilities. 

The  present   situation  is  rather unsatisfactory,  the only efficient tool- 

•• ¡ikinp  facilities belong to  one    '/riemoDlastica company    who can charge what 

*heV   like and  have  inmediate  knowledge of what their clients propose to do. 

::-)me problems and bad  feelings have been created because many of the toolmakers 

were   recruited   from  one of the other companies by offers of higher pay. 

E.    Training 

An urgent  need  for training exists at two levels,  i.e.  supervisors at 

shop-floor level and technologists who have a sound knowledge of plasties 

materials and the conversion processes.    The training of supervisors will need 

to cover basic management  skills and give some background knowledge of plasties. 

The fuller understanding of the process they supervise will have to be gained 

through on-the-job training.    A supervisor can only be effective if he has 

the respect of his operators.    This can be achieved by (iving trainine to the 

right calibre of men.    The College of Arts, Seiene« and Technology (CAST) 

a five-year course (based on one-day releas«) for engineering supervisor«. 
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Such a cour«« is probably too prolonged for supervisor» for plastics manufac- 

turing operations but «on« action it neceeaary.    Ona major difficulty is the 

shortage of proper instructing staff.   The top priority,  therefore, should be 

the training of techno logiert s Mho will subsequent ly help with the training of 

supervisors.    At the moment,  there is neither expertise nvr courses which 

include plastics either at CAST or at UHI.    Nothing is planned for the foresee- 

able  future. 

One company offers scholarships every year to members of its staff who 

have reached a sufficiently high  standard of training and ohow the required 

potential.    The scholarship« cover full financial  support with intensive training 

for one or two years in the United States or in the United Kingdom.    There is 

no obligation to return to the oompany after training.    Another manufacturer 

of PI film trains managers of the plastics operations by sending them to the 

parent company in the United Kingdom for some months. 

CAST runs a chemical technology course over a two-year period.    The first 

year covers basic chemistry and the second, a broad coverage of industrial 

chemical technology.    Consideration has been given to adding a specialized 

third year course but, at  the moment, sugar chemistry ia regarded as being the 

most  important subject.    It would appear that tha quickest way of training 

technologists would be to inolude a third year coursa on plastics.    Admittedly, 

thore are neither qualified instructors nor equipsunt  at CAST, but under the 

guidance of an eduoation-betaed plastics technologist  from overseas, the course 

could start in October 1976.   Jhe lack of equipment could be overcome by reaching 

an agreement with the plaartio« oompanie« for practical training in factories. 

Thar« are some individuals in the industry who oeuld be recruit ed to contribute 

en a part-time basis.    It will not be possible to reach any recognised standards 

with the initial coarse« but it should be the ala to qualify for diplomas such 

as the LP« (Licentiate of the Flatties and Hussar Institute). 

The UHI realises tha need to have ezperienoa in th« various aspects of 

polymers and plastica but dose not have staff with any fundamental knowledge 

of th« subject.   There ia am interact in materiala «ciano«, and it is felt that 

a «tart ooald be made ay initiation of a rtasarch arsjaot in this field.   Ih« 

«ufaart of ORDO 1« M« *—mmmà*d sss—at thia la a vary lsng-tera project. 

Furthermore, UIT is not «alar osmssrnsd «jtth la—In«, ana th« esst would be »at 

of proportion to th« lam «état a realisable benefit«. 



HC* CT of training was discussed  with some of the Plastica  Group 

,,rii   ,- -ho Jaraica Manufacturers Association (.IMA).    They proposed that  a 

:•   T; nhort  serialized courses should  be run under their auspicies.     This 

...,nif,  „„_„   liffi.ultios because  it   is  unlikely that trained instructors would 

avail at I",   but  if any  subsequent  missions  include specialist   experts,   it 

;   ..,  }n)-vi]  to take advantage of their  knowledge and include the  presentation 

rrr  in their duties.     The  JMA   was  asked to discuss the  subjects 

no of" most   use and  submit   their  proposals in writing to UNDP. 

'. i   'If   un 

a:-   r 

\\    Market development   and  export potential 

. .   "jrkp*   development 

Th-re has been practically no planned market  development  and  the decision 

- . -.vTifacture specific products has been based largely on the replacemert  of 

,.porTH  roods.    Market  surveys have been carried out from time to time but 

,hw  are usually done by consultants  from the United States «ho  appear to have 

.derstandin* o^ local market   conditions.    The surveys are not   regarded 

ontinuin* cxrn-ises.    Sales personnel   in the various companies do not  have 

.,<   ..^hni-al   expertise to carry out   any  soundly based   inquiries.    Consequently, 

w   <n,p.»rt..nities in the various areas of application have not  been realized. 

Fi In,  vacuum-fomed and blow-moulded containers and crates are used in 

nackariniT.    There is a realization of the need to look closely at  this  area 

or" application because of difficulties *iich have arisen with the quality and 

supply ot  "intal cans based, on  imported tin plate.     (A separate mission on 

packaging will be making specific recommendations about this.)    There has 

been relatively inadequate market development  by the blow-moulding companies. 

There  is an excens of capacity and still an annual import of about  3 million 

bottles.    The processors complain that  every client wants his own deeié* of 

park are.    Production runs are, therefore,   very short.   Because of lack of 

technical  expertise,  there is difficulty  in moulding some d.iign. i*i°« •*• 

required  by the multinational companies. 

Market development and planning i« very much needed.   Two oompanie» appear 

to bo Petting themselves up to operate more effectively.   One company •!«• to 

suppi.y a large share of the CARICO« market and recognise, the need for the 

right  expertise (plus a wide range of the late«t blow-moulding machina«). 

•ftmmfMi 



Another company has indicated its  intention to  become the najor   supplier of 

vacuum-formed packe and  is installing new equipment  for this purpose.     If these 

companies  are to  succeed  in their declared purpose, then  some  measure  of disci- 

pline must  be introduced   into the  packaging industry by  the wider adoption of 

standard  packs and much  higher prices  for "specials". 

The   manufacturer?  o<" PÎ  fii-   for  baps  and   shrink-wraps   have  not   attempted 

to   ortend   the  ran-  of  iPF. i étions.     The  quality  is ver;;  poor.     Even  garbage 

oags have  not   proveí satisfactory. 

There  appear to be   li-aited  opportunities   for plastics in  building and 

construction except for pipes, in this sector.    UF bonded  bagasse board  is not 

accepted  as a construction material in the Kingston area because of the  fire 

risk,  although the Prime Minister has a country  lodge built  of this type of 

board.     Vinyl  flooring is available from a company  that  supplies terazzo 

flooring.     The manufacture of vinyl tiles is regarded only as  a defensive mea- 

sure (2,000 square yards per week). 

Observations indicated that   there   should be large  potential  for this type 

of  flooring,  but   the quality and design  need   to be improved,   the  finish of the 

substrate   is not   good  enough,   and  the  adhesive  used seems to  be  unsatisfactory 

for local conditions.    A   «do-it-yourself market could be established  by proper 

salee promotion. 

The major use is for pipes  for water and drainage.    One  company  is organi- 

zing to  supply the entire CARICOM  market.    The  introduction of  a standard for 

pressure  pipes has improved the opportunities,  but there appears to be an 

•xt.naive need for education among the water authorities in order to achieve 

general  acceptance. 

agriculture appears to be one of the areas which could benefit most by a 

wider use of plastics for application« such as water storage,   mulching, water 

distribution,  crop cultivation and handling.V It is surprising that   so little 

is known of developments current  in many parts of the world by the experts in 

the various organizations.   The availability of the right types of PB film is 

a restrictive factor, but there is no reason why studies cannot be initiated 

using imported products.   The agricultural economy is seriously affected by the 

aborta«« of water.   The Ministry of Agriculture it studying means to alleviate 

the situation.    It is opportune to oonsider positive support  for an evaluation 

l/    See annex III. 



•'in--  »o-hMi-v.ip«» usinp piantina and  to ensure that  the plastica industry 

Hi-.'-iii   i'-  Jtandards collaborate  so that  there ìB a complete recognition 

•••:->-   -»•  products  needed   for home-based  production. 

1  "> ""  arn   '^'i  'or the  manufacture of carpets and for sacks. 
!        . i:!r«'  •.;;"   >ne  company,   it   is now necessary  to import   over 

1   ' '   r    ! ^":  at   $.1 o.hH  pf-r year.     In  addition,   woven PP backing cloth  is 

"1     T°'    ' • °   ifi-t.i  o'at"9 (over t>00t000 square yards  per annum).    Locally 

•   •*•".•<•;•.  Pf  b;u".- are  used  by  the  fertilizer industry but the  sugar manu- 

•  :r..-r  rrt i . ]   JHP  jute bags,  although the PP sacks are cheaper.    One di sad- 

\rt v.   or the PP sacks is that they are produced on a circular loom and thi« 

M-v   *n  ,i »ml low" effect   when  filled  causing some  stocking problems. 

•   -an  be   .overcome  fairly easily  but  would  require technological  expertise 

la  tin/'.    There are many other possible applications for the fibres, 

• •      .:-nii •!'-•>  w<blii,T,  tarpaulins  (PKC -co at ed), mail and bank bags and fishing 

, • • i«   -o i! ¡  bo  pxploied.    It  should be possible for this operation to reach 

;o,"ntl:il   of  ?-*' "i ' lion sacks  per year if it   could supply most  of the 

. i   ¡i   requirement R   where technically   feasible. 

;.   ;-p:-f.nt,   tf   is not  possible to produce the wide backing cloth for car- 

••    .     rr  riant   pytf-nsions with new equipment   were  installed, this could be 

• îev.M  wf :I1P  at   the samr> time aiming to supply the whole   CA RI COM jute bag 

r" - .i .'•••T1ent n   of   '.S million per year. 

• ¡•'X-P'T-I.   potential 

The ".on-r-onwealth Pund  for Technical Cooperation reosntly ooaaiseioned 

a • 'i nn n<  consultants to carry out   export market development  studi ss for the 

•lar. i.  a furniture,   apparel and plastics industries with particular reference 

'--> identifying opportunities for fabricated  products in the United States.    It 

war.   • -nriudPd  that  only limited possibilities existed, although wage rates were 

lower  in Jamaica,   because of the low labour-intensive industry, while local 

processors relied on imported renin and suffered from a lack of up-4o-dat« 

-lark.-t  development and applicational know-how.    Diay noted the lack fff twnaji 

nent  and supervisory expertise in Jamaica and sufvaated tlurt th« fol lowing 

aspect? should be improved:    budgeting and cost control,  inventory oontrol, 

production  planning and scheduling and costing.    It  is unfortunate that this 

¡rve>   lid  not   investigate the opportunities which exist  in the CARI COM 

A 



It  has already ben emphasized that  export  opportunities exist   only  if 

fabricated plastics products can be produced to the appropriate standard of 

quality and at  a competitive  price but  there would still be a need  for an 

intensive sales policy.    The   lower wage rates  in Jamaica do present   some ad- 

vantages  in the world  but  only when  a reasonable decree of productivity is 

achieved.    With  regard to CARIOOM,   the Jamaican wage  rates  are higher by  com- 

parison.    The  very hipti  freight  rates  present   an additional  restriction (despite 

the establishment  of a national shipping line).    In the short term,   export 

opportunities,   with one or two except ione,   are limited.    The plastics industry 

must,  however,  aim to  improve  its performance to that  of the major producing 

countries otherwise it  will  always be under  pressure  from superior quality  and 

cheaper fabricated products. 

G.    Rationalization of the platica industry 

It  is difficult to indicate precisely where some rationalization may be 

put  into effect without a detailed study of the various areas of application, 

the market needs and the manufacturing capability.     It would appear as if this 

might  be done in two are as t   blow-moulded container« and PI film. 

At  the moment,   there appear   to be too many companies operating blow-<noulding 

equipment.    Wien new facilities are operating at one plant,  there will be more 

than ample capacity to meet  the market demands.    Production programming and an 

efficient technical-sales network are essential for proper use of the manufac- 

turing facilities.    It would be logical to consider the blow-moulding manufac- 

turera aa one over-all unit,  plan accordingly and probably move the equipment 

of the 8Bialler companies into a new operation.    In view of the new facilities 

which are being brought into operation, it  would be wrong to suggest a detailed 

survey of blow-moulding at this stage.    Within a year or ao, some of the amaller 

operations perhaps will not be able to compete.    The sector will then have only 

two or three of the largest,  moat efficient  operator«. 

At the preaent time, the film manufacturera are producing material only 

for packaging applications.    Planning ahould now begin to meet the possible 

demanda   of agriculture for heavy-gauge film with good ageing characteriatica. 

The two reasonably efficient  film manufacturara ahould be encouraged to meet 

the market requirementa for all foreseeable gradea and typea of film.   One 



v':.in.v  wi• i;  a blown-film  unit   for making banana packing  sleeves,  should be 

us,-oura/red   frorr goinp ahead  with  this and helped in their objective to become 

• nr  "laior  supplier of vacuum  formed containers.    It  would  be useful if the 

existing- manufacturers could be  persuaded to look into the opportunities that 

.-xis*   for   other types  of  film. 

H.     Official agencies 

.   Pre Janai  a Industrial Development Corporation (JUC) 

Thi-   : nd    -rr-ies under the direction  of the Ministry  of Industry, Tourism 

and  Foreign Trade  and  is  responsible  for the implementation of the Government's 

;v»: i-y  to  "stimulate,   facilitate  and undertake the development  of trade in this 

inland".     It  has  become concerned  about  the state o<" the  plastics industry, 

particularly as it  is called upon to give its approval to applications for the 

importation  of equipment.    The JIDC  is not yet immediately involved in the 

direction  of any of the companies  concerned with plastics  fabrication, but the 

Tcolnakers  Institute comes under its control.    The Research and Development 

')epart ment  has been concerned with  some  investigations into various aspects 

of thi   plasties industry.    The members are most co-operative, helpful and 

.anxious to  improve their background knowledge of plastics.    The  full range of 

activities  of the JIDC  are given  in annex I. 

'?. The Bureau of Standards 

2/ This  organization is 3till  in the formative stage.*'     It has some good 

staff and  is most  anxious to become effective in all aspects of plastics, but 

at  present  this is limited to PTC  pipe and paint.    The Head of the Raw Materials 

Section will attend the Sixth Training Programme in Plastics Technology sponsored 

by  UNIDO.     It  is essential that  the Bureau extends its activities in pipe testing 

and  starts to undertake development  programmes to get  a better appreciation of 

the performance of plastics pipe under local conditions»    For exae.pl«, the PIC 

pressure pipe being produced in Jamaica is white, whereas most countries use 

grey.    The Bureau should start to investigate the ageing of such pipes lAen 

they are  stock-piled in the sun prior to installation* 

If it  is   confirmed that there are many application« for heavy (auge plastics 

filma in agriculture, work should begin to establish if the standards adopted, 

for example,   in Prance are relevant to the conditions in Jamaica. 

2/    See annex II. 
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The  Bureau is very  strong  in  its activities concerned  with  food technology, 

and   in view of the probably rapid growth in the use of  plastics in the area, 

it  will   be  important for it to have a full understanding and teat  facilties  for 

the  evaluation of plastics containers for this application. 

Î. The Jamaica Manufacturers Association (JMfl) 

This   represents the manufacturers of the country  and  is sub-divided 

according to the particular industries.    The Plastics  Group has a membership 

of  ?%     The nission held  a meeting with the group,  but   only   four members 

attended.     The  secretary    is very  efficient and hard-working,   but members are 

only inclined to meet in the event  of a crisis such as a shortage of raw-material 

supplies.     The Government  recognizes the association as representing the private 

sector of  industry in the country and the President    has  just  been appointed 

to the Governing Board of the JTDC.    The Association must  appreciate the need 

for training.    It  would be helpful  if any future UNIDO experts in plastics 

technology could arrange to give  at  least one or two  lectures to members and 

their staffs. 



II.     RECOMMENDATIONS 

np   -ollowim- recommendations are  limitad,at  this stage,   to those which 

^   „onsHrnM  prartical  and  achievable  in the short  term taking into account 

• >.,  rr, ;-.>nt   .IVP of *hr  plastica  industry in Jamaicai 

Hun a short  course  (about  one week)  on the use of plastics in 

^,.,!•„„  w*  -or wat„r conservation.    3upply adequate quantities of various 

• ,   - -  «i   „„,-ation e,uip*,nt   for practical demonstrations  immediately following 

ir.i"-5 ; 

?.    Supplv the Bureau of Standards with: 

Complete ranpe  of pipe testing equipment 
Eauipment   for measurement  of basic plastic, properties,  e.g.  melt 

flow  index 
Properly organized  outdoor weathering equipment   (the Bureau has 
al readv ordered  a weathermeter) 

Eriiprmt   -or -valuation of films for agricultural use 

An ex* envión to the  laboratory to accomodate the above 

Th, s.rvxcoB of a plastics physical testing expert for three months 

*.    Organize a third-year course on plastics technology  at  the end of 

.^ rho^,ai  t^hnology  course.     This would need the  services of a plastics 

educationalist  for at  least   six months.    Award six scholarships for training 

.ochnoiopist, overseas  for a two-year period of work towards an academic goal; 

,-..    Consider the  proposals to be submitted by the JMA regarding special 

short   -ournp"  on  plastics.' 

lMMHaaliHMHBMMgBaHaBajBatM J 
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JAMAICA INDUSTRIAL DBVBLOPMBHT CORPORATION 

The organisation ha« been the main instrument of the Government  in its 

implementation of the policy of industrialisation over the la«t two decadeB. 

A statutory institution under the portfolio of the Ministry of Trade, Tourism 

and Foreign Trade,   it  ie totally involved in all facete of industrial development! 

Administers government• s industrial incentive laws 

Advises  Government  on a wide range of industrial problems 

Promotes the establishment  of new industriej 

Owns and operates industrial establishments 

Advises and negotiates with local and overseas investors on the setting 
up of industrial projects 

Assists the expansion of existing industrial enterprises 

Incourages and assists small businessmen to establish manufacturing 
concerns 

Undertakes continuous training within industry 

Provides factory space on long-term lease basis 

It comprises some 17 departments which include the Toolmakers Institute, 

economic research, management and technical services, training,  and food tech- 

nology institute. 



Annex II 

THE BUREAU OP STANDARDS 

The Bureau of Standards was  established by the Government  of Jamaica in 

N*"¿  under the Standards Act,   I968.    The responsibilities of the Bureau are to 

promote and encourage the maintenance of standardisation in relation to commodi- 

ties,   processes and practices and also tot 

(a) Make recommendations to the Minister in respect  of the formulation 
v' specifications and the promulgation and application of standard specifica- 
' 1 -ms and  co-npulsory standard  specifications; 

(b) Promote  research  in  relation to specifications and to provide for 
•!-.•••  -ximn.-Uinn  and testing of commodities,   processes  and practices; 

(c) Provide for the registration and use of standard marks; 

( i)   Provide  for the examination,   testing and calibration of instruments, 
arp'lances  and  apparatus in relation to the accuracy thereof; 

(e) Encourage or undertake educational work in connexion with standar- 
ii zat I'm; 

(f) Make arrangements for the  inspection of any operation which is being 
•arried out   in or upon any premises in connexion with the manufacture,  pro- 
n-t ion,   processing or treatment   of any commodity,   process or practice for 
which  a" standard specification or a compulsory standard specification has 
ne»n   looiared; 

r     - (r)  w-  such  otner things as may be expedient  or necessary for the DroDer performance   o*-  its  functions under this  Act. ^ proper 

The Bureau of Standards, in recognizing the lack of application of modern 

technology  in industry in general,  has been assuming a leadership role in 

expanding existing industry and assisting new industries to develop by the 

introduction of new manufacturing techniques and effective process controls 

•through 'oamaican standards.    This  leadership rolehas' not been ' extended to the 

plastics  industry because the expertise within the plastics industry,  although 

limited,   exceeds the expertise at  the Bureau of Standards.    The situation has 

arisen,   not   so much  from the high   level  of expertise  in industry,  but  from a 

lack of professional exposure and  industrial experience,  coupled with a lack 

of formal and  specialized training in plastics technology and fabrication in 

Bureau personnel. 

AB yet  there are no Jamaican standards for plastics or plastic comodities 

except  in the case of PDC pipes,  but international specifications are available 

for testing and reference.    During the period January^July 1975, only 7.5 per 

cent  of the products tested in the relevant laboratories of the Bureau were of 



plastic. The products were PP rope, PE garbage disposal bags, PIE bottles, 

PP bottles, PVC water pipes and acrylic bathroom fixtures. In the past the 

laboratories have tested other plastics products such as PS egg containers, 

PVC uppers for shoes, handv»a^s and shower curtains. Samples are tested to 

manufacturers specifications when  requested or to  international  specifications. 

The following equipment   is used for testing plasties and  plastic  products 
as applicable: 

Avery universal tester to measure the tensile strength  and percentage 
extension;  and  for carrying out  compression tests 

Ballistic tear tester to measure the tear  strength  of plastic   films 

Mullen bursting Btrength machines to measure bursting strength 

Hardness tester to measure hardness 

Torsional tester to measure  the stiffness  of non-rigid plastics at   a 
given temperature 

Hydraulic pump to measure hydrostatic burst  pressure of PVC  pipe 

Compressive strength machine to determine  resistance to flattening of 
PT£  pipe 

Oven and deep freezer to determine reaction to thermal  shock of plastic 
(acrylic)  fixtures 

Clamp stand with £ pound steel ball to determine  impact  resistance of 
plastic (acrylic)   fixtures 

The Bureau's potential  for influencing the Jamaican plastics industry has 

not  been realized because of a lack of expertise within the Bureau itself.    This 

is beat  illustrated by the  inability of the Bureau to fully satisfy the requests 

from the plastics industry  for assistance ini 

Standardization of products 

Quality control  systems 

Guidance in development  of new products 

Methods of maximizing existing equipment  and machinery 

Adapting plastica products for use,  e.g.  in agriculture and housing 

The Bureau of Standard«,  in recognising it« inability to fulfil it« role 

in the plastics industry and the unfavourable effect it  will have on the future 

expansion, seeks to rectify the situation by the following meanst 

Specialized training of Bureau per«onnel in plasties technology,  fabri- 
cation, quality control and testing 

Acquisition of modern testing equipment 
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Industrial experience 

Expansion of present  building faciliti« 

Expansion of staff 

Unlike many other national standard« institution«,  the Jamaican Bur«au of 

Standards is wholly financed by the Government and it« activities are therefor« 

seriously affected by the state of the annual budget and Government• « policie«. 

Thp current  tight financial constraint« on all government  institution« will, 

undoubtedly,  delay the achievement  of our recommendation«. 

J 



MOTES BY THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERT 

Thi» «hört  mission was  effectively shortened because of inadéquat»« pre- 

planning.    Thus, not  enough time was available for discussion with   government 

bodies and a regrettably small  amount of time was spent  in the field.    Cortacta 

that  were made  suggested an alert  interest  in the potential of plastics materials 

in agriculture,  and a willingness to try out new techniques.    Some   indications, 

both specific and general,  of ways in which plastics can help to develop 

Jamaican agriculture are made below. 

Many of the major uses of pi act ics in agrioulture and horticulture involve 

the use of wide seamless PE ah e et inj in widths of up to 36 feet  in 500 gauge 

(0.005") and  24  foet  in 1»000 gauge (0.01").    At the present time,  the maximum 

width of PE sheeting made in Jamaica is 6 feet, although one manufacturer is 

considering installing équipaient to make film in widths of up to 12 feet. 

The plastica pipe industry (HD-PC, LD-PE and PIC) should be capable of 

keeping pace with the expected demand for water supplies on farms,  and for drip 

or trickle irrigation systems which are likely to proliferate in the near futur*. 

IAIDO can offer considerable practical assistance to the Jamaican plastics 

industry by advising on quality standards for plasties materials to be used 

in agriculture. 

The production of bananas and sugar it of paramount importance to the 

economy.   Benanns are grown on such a large number of farms that the initiation 

and supervision of any improved cultural techniques (even adequate fertilisation) 

present difficult  advisory problems.    The teohnical staff of the Banana Board 

are fully aware of the potential for plasties and are currently investigating! 

(a) The use of PI sleeves over the stems (fruit) during the growing 
period, an established technique in the banana growing area«; 

(b) The use of foam plastics materials to protect fruit from the field 
to the paokhouse) 

(0) The transport of bananas la rigid PP crates} 

(d) The encapsulation of measured amounts of fertiliser in micro-perforated 
PI baga which, when shallowly buried, próvido svtrlsnts in solution for a period 
of up to sins months sat prevent wastage by leaohiagi 

(e) A drip irrigation system, «sing plasties tubing. 



"' • ' '•• i    i"-f>'ul*   whi-h has  occured over the past  two years has  stimu- 

., i   lri.,ro.,   lr|   irrir-ition  (both   overhead  and drip or trickle)  and in the 

• !•"•'    "' «íT • • ''ira in  noi h   larp-e  and  small   reservoirs.    Plastics materials 

,_,.   h.,   „,..„,. hp]nr,;   j,   >fr0 -i'-hnont,   storage and distribution of. water.    The 

yr^rt   -.-'la ^o«+   impressed  b" the high  cultural standards on the site used to grow 

an+huri ;-s.    7^» Kumpnan inri  Mort h   American market   for exotic blooms is showing 

vi   appears *o  r.    insatiable.    Assistance in developing floricultural enterprises 

n<~  •.hi-'  type -TU', i   rrsuit   in  an  improved balance of payments situation. 

specific applications of plastics in agriculture 

With the "urrpnt   and proposed  developments In agriculture, there is urgent 

•;o,-i   for  low-cost   wa'er collection and storage facilities. 

A.   Man i<*vil 1 »,   in" exposed-membrane,  butyl rubber lined reservoir with a 

-araci» •  T'    ->0,000   imperial  gallons has been is use since April  1973.    On the 

-••i.       -if,   î -a^chmpnt   ar»a lined  with  800 gauge  (0.0Ô") PI film,   covered with 

- •!_ ,./,]«    i"p-!ton^  aggregate has  been  in operation  for the sane period.    As 

ir  an  can h<> aa'-prtained, this is the only  large-acale water catchment  and 

-•orare  mit  involving the use of plastics currently in operation in Jamaica« 

"o  wa'"rproo*" membrane of flexible plastics  film has so far been used a* 

,1  • ,i   i •' crinr,    This proven technique should be demonstrated  in Jamaica at 

>• r o   r.^r'i1:''   possible  opportunity. 

!*   wa- änderst ood  from the JIDC  that  fish farming is practical on the 

i?; ci.     I'   is  lik-l.v thai  plastics-lined ponds could be useful to thia industry, 

b jt   ti-ne -ìli not   permit   an investigation. 

¿ai»"  largo  ar«ae of land are  irrigated with conventional rotary sprinklers. 

Drip  irrigation  of crops such as bananas,  coffee,  and all-apica oould prove 

profitable and more  economical of water in some areas.    Since many,  if not-all, 

components for drip  irrigation systems can eventually be produced in ths country, 

progress in this direction will benefit both the plastica industry sad agriculture. 

In thf short-term future, it  seems unlikely that a greenhouse industry like 

that   existing in Europe or the United States will develop or should be encouraced. 

When ere ted,  greenhouse structures are likely to provide alasi* rain protect ion 

rather than a more completely controlled environment »    Hiere would appear to bo 

a need  for plastics greenhouses for propagating plants« 
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Plastico sheeting can be used to provide shaded areas (comparable to that 

offered by glass houses)   for the protection of plants,  particularly when growing 

ornamental plants or nursery stock.    Marrow width plastics sheeting,   locally 

produced, could be used for this purpose.    The bamboo structures in current  use, 

however,   appear to be effective and inexpensive. 

The mild climate of Jamaica would probably limit the widespread use of 

low tunnel«,  row covers or continuous cloches.    However,  it is a technique 

which should be examamined for the propagation of those plants grown from soft- 

wood cuttings and for the protection of newly-grafted plants. 

Several million gusset ted PE film bags, with a diameter of about  6" are 

used for the production of plants of coffee, cocoa, mangoes and avocado.    All 

these "pot«M are manufactured in Jamaica.    Some are not made to a very high 

standard, e.g. the film does not  contain  sufficient carbon black to resist  ultra- 

violet degradation when used outside.    The possibility of introducing a standard 

for PI film pots was discussed with the Bureau of Standards. 

Plastics mulching could prove very rewarding in Jamaióa for some crops 

by providing weed control and moisture conservation.    It  is a method of growing 

which complements drip irrigation systems,and PI films of suitable quality can 

be produced locally. 

In the time available, it waa impossible to assess the importance of soil 

fumigation or whether the fumigant« used would justify the use of PB sheeting 

In either narrow or wide seamless widths in order to prevent waste and improve 

efficiency.    Similarly, no investigation could be mads into grain losses during 

•terags or whether plastics fumigation sheet i are used a« a routine measure. 

Ti«« did not permit an examination of grain storage.    It is possible on 

•mall farm« that low density PI saeks oould provide «hort or long-term storage 

for oereal grain«. 

Apparently, this technique of oonserving gr««n fodder crop« has a long 

history In local agriculture, although its popularity ha« declined in recent 

year«.    The us« of PI sheeting as an air-tight sealant during storage could 

b« very beneficial and also permit the ensiling of «mall quant iti«« of fodder, 

when It >«co«ws available, at any time of year.    Más seaalass PI sheeting, 

net currently available, Is almost e««ential for efficient, low-oost, oon«ervatioa. 

I« the oeurM of two illustra««« 1 «etore«, «orne interest ma rouaed in ih« 

«M of law-eos* farm building«, ro«f«d with heavy (900-1,000 fang«) »laek "• 

•hasting.   Locally mad« am««rial —U b« «sed far this 

rftk 
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